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Abstract

TCP Incast, also known as TCP throughput collapse, is a term used to de-
scribe a link capacity under-utilization phenomenon in certain many-to-one
communication patterns, typically in many datacenter applications. The
main root cause of TCP Incast analyzed by prior works is attributed to
packet drops at the congestion switch that result in TCP timeout. Conges-
tion control algorithms have been developed to reduce or eliminate packet
drops at the congestion switch. In this paper, the performance of Quantized
Congestion Noti?cation (QCN) with respect to the TCP incast problem dur-
ing data access from clustered servers in datacenters are investigated. QCN
can e�ectively control link rates very rapidly in a datacenter environment.
However, it performs poorly when TCP Incast is observed. To explain this
low link utilization, we examine the rate ?uctuation of di�erent ?ows within
one synchronous reading request, and ?nd that the poor performance of TCP
throughput with QCN is due to the rate unfairness of di�erent ?ows. There-
fore, an enhanced QCN congestion control algorithm, called fair Quantized
Congestion Noti?cation (FQCN), is proposed to improve fairness of multiple
?ows sharing one bottleneck link. We evaluate the performance of FQCN
as compared to that of QCN in terms of fairness and convergence with four
simultaneous and eight staggered source ?ows. As compared to QCN, fair-
ness is improved greatly and the queue length at the bottleneck link con-
verges to the equilibrium queue length very fast. The e�ects of FQCN to
TCP throughput collapse are also investigated. Simulation results show that
FQCN signi?cantly enhances TCP throughput performance in a TCP Incast
setup.



Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Data Center

Information is key to an enterprise's competitiveness. As network and com-
munication Technologies develop at an ever increasing rate, data centers
(DCs) have become the core of the information an enterprise needs to do
business. A well-designed data center will improve e�ciency and develop-
ment of enterprises.
The DC of an enterprise is the important as it hosts key service systems, and
is a center where the key data of the enterprise is managed. It controls user
access, �lters packets for security, Processes service applications, computes
information, and stores data for backup.
A DC consists of the following components:

1. Equipment room

2. Power supply system

3. Network devices including devices on the data network, computing net-
work, and storage network

4. Servers including operating systems and application software

5. Storage devices

6. Security system

7. Operation, administration, and maintenance (OAM) system

1



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 2

For enterprises, the trend is to integrate services and data in multiple DCs.
This requires the enterprise network to have high level of performance and
reliability.
The Huawei DC network solution provides a high performance, secure, and
reliable network, which allows the DC to transmit high-quality services.

1.2 Overall Requirement for the DC Network:

A DC has a large number of servers deployed and is not only the logical cen-
ter of an enterprise network but also the source of services. Therefore, a DC
should provide abundant bandwidth resources, secure and reliable devices,
high-quality network management, and comprehensive value-added services.
To create as much value as possible based on limited bandwidth when design-
ing and constructing the DC network, focus on the following requirements:

1.2.1 Reliability

High reliability ensures successful operations of the DC. If the user experience
on enterprise services (such as e-commerce or video services) deteriorates due
to DC network faults, the service expansion of an enterprise will be hindered,
and users will not use the services, decreasing the pro�ts. Reliability is an
important aspect when designing an enterprise DC network. The reliability
design is achieved through redundant links, key devices, and key service
modules.

1.2.2 Scalability

Each layer of the DC uses devices with a high port density to prepare for the
DC expansion. Devices on the Internet layer, intranet layer, core layer, and
aggregation layer adopt the modular design so that capacities of these devices
can be expanded �exibly with the development of the DC network. The
scalability of functions enables the DC to support value-added services. The
DC provides functions such as load balancing, dynamic content replication,
and VLAN to support value-added service expansion.
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1.2.3 Manageability

A manageable network is the prerequisite for successful operation of the DC.
The DC provides:

1. Various optimized manageable information

2. Complete QoS functions

3. Integrated SLA management system

4. Capability to manage devices of di�erent vendor

5. Independent background management platform for the DC and users
to manage the Network

1.2.4 Security

As a concern of DC users especially e-commerce users, security is a key factor
during DC construction. DC security is ensured by security control for the
physical space and network. The DC provides an integrated security policy
control system to ensure DC security.

1.3 DC Network Architecture

The DC network design is based on the following principles:

• Modular architecture
The network is deployed in modular architecture that can expand for
service adjustment and development.

• High reliability
The network implements redundant backup of key devices and links.
Highly reliable key devices are made up of hot swappable boards and
modules, and support redundancy of control modules and power sup-
plies. Network layers are reduced to simplify network architecture and
enhance networking reliability.

• Secure isolation
The DC network adopts e�ective security control policies that logically
isolate data based on services and rights, and uses physical isolation
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methods to ensure security of important service data. Services such
as server-centered services, IP storage and backup services, and man-
agement services are isolated logically. The management network is
isolated from other networks physically.

• Manageability and maintainability
The network is highly manageable. To facilitate maintenance, use in-
tegrated products with universal modules.

• Core network area
This area is the core of the DC network, and connects the inner server
area, enterprise intranet, partner enterprise network, disaster recovery
center, and external user network.

• Server area

Servers and application systems are deployed in this area. Based on
security and scalability, the server area is divided into the production
service area, o�ce service area, testing service area, and the demilita-
rized zone (DMZ) area and other service areas.

• Interconnection area
In this area, internal and external enterprise users are connected to the
DC. Based on security and scalability, the Internet area is divided into
the enterprise intranet, enterprise extranet, and the Internet.

• Disaster recovery center Internet area
In this area, the disaster recovery centers in the same city are intercon-
nected bytransmission devices and disaster recovery centers in di�erent
cities are interconnectedby the WAN leased line.
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Figure 1.1: Physical Network Architecture
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1.4 Thesis Motivation

Data center networks are well structured and layered to achieve high band-
width and low latency and the bu?er size of ToR (top-of-rack) Ethernet
switches is usually small. TCP incast congestion happens in high-bandwidth
and low-latency networks, when multiple synchronized servers send data to a
same receiver in parallel. DCTCP leverages Explicit Congestion Noti?cation
(ECN) and a simple multi-bit feedback mechanism at the host.
There have been some serious concerns about the TCP performance in data
center networks, including the long completion time of short TCP ?ows in
competition with long TCP ?ows, and the congestion due to TCP incast.
Explicit Congestion Noti?cation (ECN) at the intermediate switches can al-
leviate both problems. The solution - a switch modi?cation only scheme
de-queue marking, for further tuning the instant queue length based ECN to
achieve optimal incast performance and long ?ow throughput with a single
threshold value. In this paper they proposed that using De-queue scheme if
the threshold value is properly tuned then without end host modi�cation we
can maintain TCP performance.
To address TCP performance issues with a simple ECN tuning at the switch-
side only. First, have observed that the network latencies across data center
networks are extremely low (under a millisecond). This has inspired to the
use of instant queue length instead of average queue length in ECN. We hy-
pothesize that, if instant queue length is used to trigger ECN, and if the
threshold is properly tuned, ECN may actually alleviate the TCP perfor-
mance impact without requiring end-host modi�cations. We use ECN* in
this paper to denote such a scheme in which instant queue length based
ECN is used at the switches and standard ECN congestion control is used at
the end hosts.
TCP Incast, also known as TCP throughput collapse, is a term used to de-
scribe a link capacity under-utilization phenomenon in certain many-to-one
communication patterns. Congestion control algorithms have been devel-
oped to reduce or eliminate packet drops at the congestion switch. QCN can
e�ectively control link rates very rapidly in a datacenter environment. How-
ever, it performs poorly when TCP Incast is observed. Here CP (congestion
point) in order to deal with rate �uctuation of di�erent �ows within one syn-
chronous reading request. Also use Fair Quantized Congestion Noti�cation
(FQCN) to improve fairness of multiple �ows.
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1.5 Thesis Goal

TCP incast, Queue buildup, Bu�er pressure occurs di�erent problems in Data
Center Network. It occurs some serious concerns about the TCP performance
in data center networks, including the long completion time of short TCP
?ows in competition with long TCP �ows and the congestion.
The main goal of our these are as follows:

• Almost full Congestion Control.

• Achieving absolute Fairness.

1.6 Thesis Organization

The paper is organized as follows. In section II, overview of the problem
statement of Datacenter Network that causes serious problems. In section
III, we describe the related work of the problem statement. We describe
in details the whole related work, proposal, contribution, implementation,
simulation works and result. In section IV, we describe our proposed tech-
nology of QCN in details. In section V, we show our implementation and
performance evaluation of our paper work. We describe our simulation tool
and performance measurement. In section VI, we describe overall result of
our paperwork. In section VII, we describe our future plan and conclusion
in details.
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Problem Statements

2.1 Switches

Like most commodity switches, the switches in these clusters are shared
memory switches that aim to exploit statistical multiplexing gain through
use of logically common packet bu�ers available to all switch ports. Packets
arriving on an interface are stored into a high speed multi-ported memory
shared by all the interfaces. Memory from the shared pool is dynamically
allocated to a packet by a MMU. The MMU attempts to give each interface
as much memory as it needs while preventing unfairness by dynamically
adjusting the maximum amount of memory any one interface can take. If a
packet must be queued for an outgoing interface, but the interface has hit its
maximum memory allocation or the shared pool itself is depleted, then the
packet is dropped. Building large multi-ported memories is very expensive,
so most cheap switches are shallow bu�ered, with packet bu�er being the
scarcest resource.

2.2 TCP Incast

There have been some serious concerns about the TCP performance in data
center networks, including the long completion time of short TCP �ows in
competition with long TCP �ows, and the congestion due to TCP incast.
Data center networks are designed to support various applications and di-
verse tra�c patterns. Advanced topologies and structures have been pro-
posed to achieve higher bandwidth in data center networks. However, there
have been some serious concerns about the TCP performance in data cen-

8
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ters. For example, TCP incast congestion has become a practical issue in
data center networks. TCP incast occurs when many-to-one short �ows are
barrier synchronized by the applications. A recent study shows that extreme
high bandwidth and low latency, true of most data center networks, are pre-
conditions for incast congestion. Moreover, without well-recognized service
di�erentiation support, short-duration TCP �ows will further su�er in the
interaction with long-duration TCP �ows. Short �ows require low queue oc-
cupancy for smaller task completion time while a large queue has been built
up by long �ows.
TCP incast, which results in gross under-utilization of link capacity, occurs
in synchronized many-to-one communication patterns. In such a communica-
tion pattern, a receiver issues data requests to multiple senders. The senders
respond to the request and return an amount of data to the receiver. The data
from all senders pass through a bottleneck link in a many-to one pattern to
the receiver. When the number of synchronized senders increases, throughput
observed at the receiver drops to one or two orders of magnitude below the
link capacity. Several factors, including high bandwidth and low latency of
a data center network, lead to TCP incast. The barrier synchronized many-
to-one communication pattern triggers multiple servers to transmit packets
to a receiver concurrently,resulting in a potentially large amount of tra�c
simultaneously poured into the network. Due to limited bu�er space at the
switches, such tra�c can overload the bu�er, resulting in packet losses. TCP
recovers from most of packet losses through timeout retransmission. The
timeout duration is at least hundreds of milliseconds, which is orders of mag-
nitude greater than a typical round trip time in a data center network. A
server that su�ers timeout is stalled even though other servers can use the
available bandwidth to complete transmitting. TCP recovers from most of
packet losses through timeout retransmission. The timeout duration is at
least hundreds of milliseconds, which is orders of magnitude greater than a
typical round trip time in a data center network. A server that su�ers time-
out is stalled even though other servers can use the available bandwidth to
complete transmitting. Due to the synchronized communication, however,
the receiver has to wait for the slowest server that su�ers timeout. During
such awaiting period, the bottleneck link may be fully idle. This results in
underutilization of the link and performance collapse.
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2.3 Queue buildup

Long-lived, greedy TCP �ows will cause the length of the bottleneck queue
to grow until packets are dropped, resulting in the familiar saw tooth pattern
when long and short �ows traverse the same queue, two impairments occur.
First, packet loss on the short �ows can cause incast problems as described
above. Second, there is queue buildup impairment: even when no packets
are lost, the short �ows experience increased latency as they are in queue
behind packets from the large �ows. Every worker in the cluster is handling
both query tra�c and background tra�c (large �ows needed to update the
data on the workers), so this tra�c pattern occurs very frequently.

2.4 Bu�er pressure

Given the mix of long and short �ows in data centers as exempli�ed by
the application we studied, it is very common for short �ows on one port
to be impacted by activity on any of the many other ports, as depicted.
Surprisingly, the loss rate of short �ows in this tra�c pattern depends on the
number of long �ows traversing other ports. The explanation is that activity
on the di�erent ports is coupled by the shared memory pool. The long,
greedy TCP �ows build up queues on their in interfaces. Since bu�er space
is a shared resource; the queue build up reduces the amount of bu�er space
available to absorb bursts of tra�c from Partition/Aggregate tra�c. We
term this impairment bu�er pressure. The result is packet loss and timeouts,
as in incast, but without requiring synchronized �ows.
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Related Work

In recent years, data centers have transformed computing, with large scale
consolidation of enterprise IT into data center hubs, and with the emergence
of cloud computing service providers like Amazon, Microsoft and Google.
A consistent theme in data center design has been to build highly avail-
able, highly performance computing and storage infrastructure using low
cost, commodity components. Datacenters are becoming increasingly impor-
tant to provide a myriad of services and applications to store, access, and
process data. Datacenters are typically composed of storage devices, servers
and Ethernet switches to interconnect servers within datacenters. Data may
be spread across or striped across many servers for performance or reliability
reasons. During data access from servers, the data need to pass through
datacenter Ethernet switches. The Ethernet switches have small bu�ers in
the range of 32-256 KB typically, which may be over?owed at congestions.
Due to small bu�er it causes some serious problem like TCP incast, Queue
buildup, Bu�er pressure etc. To minimize these problems several works have
been done.

3.1 DCTCP:

Data center networks are well structured and layered to achieve high band-
width and low latency and the bu?er size of ToR (top-of-rack) Ethernet
switches is usually small. TCP incast congestion happens in high-bandwidth
and low-latency networks, when multiple synchronized servers send data to a
same receiver in parallel. DCTCP leverages Explicit Congestion Noti?cation
(ECN) and a simple multi-bit feedback mechanism at the host. In the data

11
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center, operating with commodity, shallow bu�ered switches, DCTCP deliv-
ers the same or better throughput than TCP, while using 90
In this paper, we make two major contributions:

1. Measure and analyze production data center traf?c that uses commod-
ity switches. Impairments that hurt performance are identi?ed, and
linked to properties of the traf?c and the switches.

2. We propose a TCP variant, DCTCP, which addresses these impair-
ments to meet the needs of applications.

3.1.1 Understanding Performance Impairments

• Switches
Like most commodity switches, the switches in these clusters are shared
memory switches that aim to exploit statistical multiplexing gain through
use of logically common packet bu�ers available to all switch ports.
Packets arriving on an interface are stored into a high speed multi-
ported memory shared by all the interfaces. Memory from the shared
pool is dynamically allocated to a packet by a MMU. The MMU at-
tempts to give each interface as much memory as it needs while pre-
venting unfairness by dynamically adjusting the maximum amount of
memory any one interface can take. If a packet must be queued for
an outgoing interface, but the interface has hit its maximum mem-
ory allocation or the shared pool itself is depleted, then the packet is
dropped. Building large multi-ported memories is very expensive, so
most cheap switches are shallow bu�ered, with packet bu�er being the
scarcest resource.

• Incast
If many �ows converge on the same interface of a switch over a short
period of time, the packets may exhaust either the switch memory or
the maxi-mum permitted bu�er for that interface, resulting in packet
losses for some of the �ows. Degrading both performance and, more
importantly, user experience. The problem is that a response that
incurs incast will almost certainly misses the aggregator deadline and
be left out of the �nal results.

• Queue buildup
Even when no packets are lost, the short �ows experience increased
latency as they are in queue behind packets from the large �ows.
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3.1.2 DCTCP algorithm

1. Simple Marking at the Switch
DCTCP employs avery simple active queue management scheme. There
is only a single parameter, the marking threshold, K. An arriving packet
is marked with the CE code point if the queue occupancy is greater
than K upon its arrival. Otherwise, it is not marked. The design of
the DCTCP marking scheme is motivated by the need to min Other
variants which use a variety of �xed factors and/or other �xed reactions
have the same issue.

Figure 3.1: Two state ACK generation state machine

DCTCP aggressively marks packets when a queue overshoot is sensed.
This allows sources to be noti�ed of the queue overshoot as fast as
possible. Figure 10 shows how the RED marking scheme (implemented
by most modern switches) can be re-purposed for DCTCP. We simply
need to set both the low and high thresholds to K, and mark based on
instantaneous, instead of average queue length.

2. ECN-Echo at the Receiver The only di�erence between a DCTCP re-
ceiver and a TCP receiver is the way information in the CE code points
is conveyed back to the sender. RFC 3168 states that a receiver sets
the ECN-Echo �ag in a series of ACK packets until it receives con�r-
mation from the sender (through the CWR �ag) that the congestion
noti�cation has been received. A DCTCP receiver, however, tries to
accurately convey the exact sequence of marked packets back to the
sender. The simplest way to do this is to ACK every packet, setting
the ECN-Echo �ag if and only if the packet has a marked CE code
point. However, using Delayed ACKs is important for a variety of rea-
sons, including reducing the load on the data sender.
To use delayed ACKs (one cumulative ACK for every m consecutively
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received packets 3), the DCTCP receiver uses the trivial two state state-
machines shown in Figure 11 to determine whether to set ECN-Echo
bit. The states correspond to whether the last received packet was
marked with the CE code point or not. Since the sender knows how
many packets each ACK covers, it can exactly reconstruct the runs of
Marks seen by the receiver

3. Controller at the Sender
The sender maintains a running estimate of the fraction of packets that
are marked,which is updated once for every window of data (roughly
one RTT) as follows:

α← (1− g)× α + g × F

3.2 Tuning ECN for Data Center Networks

There have been some serious concerns about the TCP performance in data
center networks, including the long completion time of short TCP �ows in
competition with long TCP �ows, and the congestion due to TCP incast.
In this paper, we show that a properly tuned instant queue length based
Explicit Congestion Noti�cation (ECN) at the intermediate switches can al-
leviate both problems. Compared with previous work, our approach is ap-
pealing as it can be supported on current commodity switches with a simple
parameter setting and it does not need any modi�cation on ECN protocol at
the end servers. Furthermore, we have observed a dilemma in which a higher
ECN threshold leads to higher throughput for long �ows whereas a lower
threshold leads to more senders on incast under bu�er pressure. We address
this problem with a switch modi�cation only scheme - dequeue marking, for
further tuning the instant queue length based ECN to achieve optimal incast
performance and long �ow throughput with a single threshold value

• ECN :
As an explicit congestion noti�cation protocol, DECbit is proposed to
detect possible congestion at routers. A bit at data packet header is
set by intermediate nodes to notify the congestion. When the receiver
gets the marked packets, it echoes the information to the sender by
marking another bit at the ACK. The sender then decides whether the
congestion window should be cut by the ratio of markedACKs. Re-
cent switches/routers follow the standard set by RFC in implementing
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ECN for TCP, which is closely related to Random Early Detection
(RED) . RED addresses the global synchronization issue of multiple
TCP connections sharing the same bottleneck link, which is caused by
a large number of packet losses occurring when the drop tail bu�er
over�ows. For ECN/RED, an average queue length is maintained at
the switch, and two (low and high) thresholds for the average queue
length are used. In RED, when the average queue length is between
the two thresholds, the incoming packet is dropped with a probability
capped by a parameter, namely the max drop probability. When the
average queue length is over the high threshold, all incoming packets
are dropped. In ECN, the incoming packets will be marked on Con-
gestion Experienced (CE) bits instead of being dropped. In contrast to
RED, which works without changing TCP end points, ECN requires a
TCP receiver to continuously pass the CE bits as ECE (ECN echo) bits
to the TCP sender. The TCP sender then cuts the congestion window
in half and marks the �rst new data with a CWR (congestion window
reduced) bit to suppress the ECE bit from the receiver.

• ECN* :
As already mentioned, instant queue length based ECN has been pro-
posed in previous research to decouple ECN from AQM [15] and for
frequent marking of the congestion state. Here, we look at the in-
stant queue length from a more generalized angle. Instant queue length
represents the congestion window of all TCP connections sharing the
same bottleneck. If the focus is to deal with temporal congestion
caused by tra�c burstiness, incast congestion, a congestion control
scheme like ECN can use instant queue length directly. Therefore, as
long as the ECN threshold is set according to the window reduction
taken by TCP, the TCP throughput performance will not be degraded.
Our generalized ECN strategy works as follows. At the intermediate
switch/router, the instant queue length value is compared with a pre-
con�gured threshold value whenever a packet is processed. If the in-
stant queue length is greater Than or equal to the threshold, the packet
is marked with a CE bit at the IP header. The only con�gurable param-
eter that can tune the behavior of this scheme is the ECN threshold.
Our generalized ECN strategy does not make any assumption on the
congestion control scheme used by the TCP sender and receiver to han-
dle the marked packets, but we believe di�erent schemes should achieve
similar performance and have a similar tradeo� on parameter settings.
The congestion control schemes include DCTCP, standard ECN as de-
�ned in RFC3168, and DECbit. We designate ECN* as the scheme
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that uses instant queue length and a single threshold at the switches
and uses standard ECN at the TCP sender/receiver. ECN* is very well
supported by today's commodity ECN capable switches. First, ECN
switches allow a weight parameter to adjust the exponential factor for
updating the average queue length. By setting this weight to 1, the
average queue length is e�ectively the same as the instant queue length
because the values in the history are ignored. Second, ECN switches ac-
cept two threshold parameters, the low and high thresholds. By setting
the two thresholds to the same value, they become one single threshold
and the region in between the low and high thresholds is no longer in
e�ect. The support of ECN* at end-servers follows the ECN standard.

• Problem statement :
To understand the impact of the ECN threshold setting on perfor-
mance, we categorize the tra�c in data center networks into three
categories as follows. First, all competing TCP �ows are long �ows.
In this case, the performance is mainly determined by the throughput
of the long �ows. A recent study in showed that there are usually 2
or 3 competing long �ows. Second, a few short �ows are trying to de-
liver a small volume of data as fast as possible, while there are other
background long �ows competing for bandwidth. In this case, the com-
pletion time of those short �ows is the focus of performance. Third,
during TCP incast, a large number of short �ows are competing for a
speci�c network port in a very short time. TCP incast happens whether
or not there are ongoing background long �ows. The performance of
TCP incast is determined by the completion time of the last �nished
short �ow.
As shown in Section 3.4, TCP (ECN o�) actually works well for the
�rst category. However, the large bu�er occupation of TCP (ECN o�)
makes it work poorly for the second and third cases. ECN* and DCTCP
use congestion control based on instant queue length. Thus, compared
with TCP, both methods achieve similar performance for the �rst cate-
gory and much better performance for the second and third categories.
Considering the throughput of TCP connections is still fundamental
to performance, we need a scheme that improves the performance of
both DCTCP and ECN* during the last two categories by assuming
the threshold is set for the �rst category. In Section 3.2, we present
the relationship of throughput and the threshold setting of ECN*. For
DCTCP, the relationship has also been analyzed previously in. Given
that the ECN threshold has been set, we must next address how to
make the instant queue length represent the tra�c and thus trigger the
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threshold faster. Note that we don't wish to change the ECN threshold
dynamically according to the tra�c categories as we believe that such
a solution is hard to implement due to the tra�c dynamics in a data
center.

• Dequeue marking scheme :
We have proposed, implemented, and evaluated a pure switch based
solution - dequeue marking. The purpose of dequeue marking is not
only to provide a complete switch only solution for ECN*, but also to
understand the performance limit of instant queue length based ECN
(both ECN* and DCTCP). Customers that have concerns with TCP
stack modi�cations at the end server, e.g., DCTCP, can use dequeue
marking and ECN*.
At the concept level, dequeue marking seems similar to the well-known
drop-from-front method , which was proposed for TCP over ATM. A
previous study in [16] shows that drop-from-front greatly improves per-
formance over tail drop, but for RED, front-drop and tail-drop are sim-
ilar. In existing commodity switches, ECN follows the implementation
of RED. As the switch bu�er uses a First Come First Service (FIFO)
rule, RED checks whether a packet should be dropped (or marked if
ECN is enabled) when an incoming packet is queued at the switch
output port. Such a dropping/ marking policy for original RED/ECN
works well as the rule is performed by an exponential �lter based on
the average queue length. In this paper, we argue that for instant
queue length based ECN, the marking policy performed when packets
are queued is no longer e�cient. For instant queue length based ECN,
e.g., ECN*, the performance has been analyzed by assuming that con-
gestion information is generated when the instant queue length is over
the threshold. However, in existing ECN implementation, such conges-
tion information (marked CE bit on packets just queued) must wait
until the marked packet moves to the head of the queue. If the ECN
threshold is set to a large value to accommodate TCP throughput of
long �ows, we believe that setting ECN mark when packets are queued
severely delays the delivery of congestion information. In this paper, we
propose the use of dequeue marking for instant queue length based ECN
at switches. When an ECN-capable packet is about to be dequeued, we
check the instant queue length and the ECN threshold. If the instant
queue length is larger or equal to the ECN threshold, then the packet
is marked with a CE bit. There are two bene�ts to dequeue marking.
First, the latency to deliver the congestion information is reduced, so a
better incast performance is expected. Second, our analysis and exper-
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imental results (skipped due to space limitation) for dequeue marking
show a minimal bu�er size (threshold upper bound) of ECN* . Dequeue
marking decides whether a packet should be marked when a packet is
about to transmit, which is di�erent from a straightforward extension
of drop-from-front strategy of RED to a mark-from-front strategy of
ECN. This is because for both RED and ECN, the dropping/marking
decision is made when a packet is enqueued. Considering that the
tra�c is highly bursty during TCP incast and multiple packets are
enqueued at the same time, the front-mark of ECN may only mark
the packets waiting for transmission when other packets are enquired,
while dequeue marking continuously marks all outgoing packets until
the queue length is less than the threshold. To this end, front-mark
may leave some "holes" (unmarked packets) and thus we believe de-
queue marking is more suitable for instant queue based ECN.

• Interaction of long �ows and short �ows :
Dequeue marking is proposed to address the ECN threshold setting
problem for incast. Readers may have concerns over whether such
modi�cations will make short �ows unnecessarily conservative when
competing with long �ows that have a larger congestion window and
queue occupation at the switches. To evaluate the interaction between
long and short �ows, we �rst established two long connections to the
same receiver that occupy the bu�er on the bottleneck link. Then
we continuously established and tore down a new TCP connection to
transmit 20kbytes data to the same destination server of the two long
�ows. The duration of the long connections was just long enough to
cover the transmission of all the 20kbytes short connections. Both long
and short TCP connections were started using iperf. All the servers
were under the same GbE switch. We selected 20kbytes as it has been
used in related research. We evaluated the performance according to
two aspects of the interaction: the completion time observed by short
�ows and the throughput obtained by long �ows. In Figure 10 and
Figure 11, we show the distribution of completion time of short �ows.
Note that the completion time of TCP (ECN o�) was actually worse
and had over a 2

3.3 On Mitigating TCP incast in DCN

TCP Incast, also known as TCP throughput collapse, is a term used to de-
scribe a link capacity under-utilization phenomenon in certain many-to-one
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communication patterns, typically in many datacenter applications. The
main root cause of TCP Incast analyzed by prior works is attributed to
packet drops at the congestion switch that result in TCP timeout. Conges-
tion control algorithms have been developed to reduce or eliminate packet
drops at the congestion switch. In this paper, the performance of Quantized
Congestion Noti�cation (QCN) with respect to the TCP incast problem dur-
ing data access from clustered servers in datacenters are investigated. QCN
can e�ectively control link rates very rapidly in a datacenter environment.
However, it performs poorly when TCP Incast is observed. To explain this
low link utilization, we examine the rate �uctuation of di�erent �ows within
one synchronous reading request, and �nd that the poor performance of TCP
throughput with QCN is due to the rate unfairness of di�erent �ows. There-
fore, an enhanced QCN congestion control algorithm, called fair Quantized
Congestion Noti�cation (FQCN), is proposed to improve fairness of multiple
�ows sharing one bottleneck link. We evaluate the performance of FQCN
as compared to that of QCN in terms of fairness and convergence with four
simultaneous and eight staggered source �ows. As compared to QCN, fair-
ness is improved greatly and the queue length at the bottleneck link con-
verges to the equilibrium queue length very fast. The e�ects of FQCN to
TCP throughput collapse are also investigated. Simulation results show that
FQCN signi�cantly enhances TCP throughput performance in a TCP Incast
setup.

• QCN :
The QCN algorithm is composed of two parts as shown in Fig. 1a:
switch or congestion point (CP) dynamics and rate limiter (RL) or re-
action point (RP) dynamics. At CP, the switch bu�er attached to an
oversubscribed link samples incoming packets and feeds back the con-
gestion severity level back to the source of the sampled packet. While
at RP, RL associated with a source decreases its sending rate based on
congestion feedback message received from CP, and increases its rate
voluntarily to recover lost bandwidth and probe for extra available
bandwidth.

• The CP Algorithm
The goal of CP is to maintain the bu�er occupancy at a desired oper-
ating point, Qeq. CP samples the incoming packet with a probability
depending on the severity of congestion measured by Fb, and computes
the severity of congestion measurement Fb. Fig. 1b shows the sampling
probability as a function of |Fb|. Fb is calculated as follows:

Fb = − (Qoff + w ∗Q)
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where
Qoff = Q−Qeq,Q_ = Q−Qold = Qa−Qd

• The RP Algorithm
The RP algorithm adjusts the sending rate by decreasing the sending
rate based on the congestion feedback message received from CP, and
increasing the sending rate voluntarily to recover lost bandwidth and to
probe for extra available bandwidth. Rate decreases: when a feedback
message is received, current rate (CR) and target rate (TR) are updated
as follows:

TR = CR

CR = CR (1−Gd|Fb|)

where the constant Gd is chosen to ensure that the sending rate cannot
decrease by more than 50

• FQCN:
One problem with the QCN congestion control algorithm is rate un-
fairness of di�erent �ows when sharing one bottleneck link. Fig. 2
shows the simulation results of the source goodput of di�erent �ows
for four simultaneous constant bit rate (CBR) source �ows with User
Datagram Protocol (UDP) tra�c. In this simulation, each source node
is linked to an edge switch. All edge switches are linked to a single
core switch. The capacity of each link is 10 Gbps. The propagation
delay of each link is assumed to be 0.5 ?s. The processing delay of each
node is assumed to be 1 ?s. Each switch adopts the drop tail queue
mechanism. Note that the four sources achieve very di�erent rates by
the QCN algorithm, showing the unfairness of QCN. In the above anal-
ysis on TCP Incast, the total TCP goodput is limited by the slowest
source �ow in the TCP Incast problem. Therefore, the unfairness of
QCN decreases the TCP throughput. In this section, we propose an
enhancement on QCN, referred to as FQCN, to improve TCP through-
put to avoid or postpone the instigation of TCP Incast. FQCN feeds
QCN messages back to all �ow sources which send packets with the
sending rate over their share of the bottleneck link capacity. FQCN
adopts the same RP algorithm as that of QCN. The main modi�cation
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is at the congestion switch. The basic algorithm of fair QCN at CP is
summarized as follows:

• Almost all FQCN operations are the same as those inQCN.

• The switch monitors the queue length and the packetarrival rate of
each �ow.

• The switch calculates the main measure of congestionseverity level, Fb.
If Fb< 0, the negative QCN feedback

3.4 Quantized Congestion Noti�cation for Mul-

ticast in DCN

When convention QCN applied to multicast �ows, a sending device might
receive congestion feedback from multiple locations and multiple �ows may
su�er lower throughput than unicast �ows going through the same bottle-
necks. So they propose QCN/BS the sending device identi�es the transmis-
sion rate of each bottleneck point and selects the most congested switch so
congestion can't happen. In basic QCN algorithm there are two points. They
are Congestion point (QCN source) Reaction Point (Switch dynamics). In
QCN/BS, the source RP has been modi�ed. Thus simple change can stop
being congested.

3.5 An E�ective Approach to Preventing TCP

Incast Throughput Collapse for Data Cen-

ter Networks

This paper presents an e�ective solution to the known TCP incast problem
in data center networks. The incast problem refers to a drastic TCP through-
put drop when the number of servers synchronically sending data to the same
receiver is too large. Our proposed approach utilizes the link bandwidth as
fully as possible but without signi�cant packet losses by limiting the number
of concurrent senders to a reasonable value. Based on the concept of band-
width delay product, our approach conservatively estimates the reasonable
number of concurrent senders. Our approach does not modify TCP protocol
itself and can thus be applied to any TCP variant, and works regardless of the
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type of data center network topology and throughput limitation. Analysis
and simulation results show that our approach eliminates the incast problem
and noticeably improves TCP throughput.
More speci�cally, a TCP �ow is generally referred to as either a TCP mouse
if it is short (so short that it never exits the slow start phase), or a TCP
elephant if it has a bulk of data to transfer and lasts very long.In this paper,
we study TCP �ows in data center, which enter both the slow-start and con-
gestion avoidance phases but have only a limited amount of data to transfer
at a time so their durations are not as long as normal TCP elephants. Since
the TCP window for such a medium-duration �ow tends to grow exponen-
tially fast during the slow-start phase ((just like how a rabbit can spring but
only for a limited amount of time), we call such a medium-duration TCP
�ow a TCP "rabbit". For a given limited amount of data required by the
receiver, having just one server sending a "rabbit" �ow at a time may not
fully utilize the bandwidth on the link. On the other hand, due to the lim-
ited switch bu�er, too many servers send to the receiver simultaneously will
lead to over�lling of the bu�er, resulting in TCP timeouts and then TCP
incast. Accordingly the number of servers that are permitted to send data
at the same time should be carefully determined. Our objective is to �nd a
reasonable value of number of servers that are permitted to simultaneously
send data to the receiver, denoted by m, which ensures that the aggregate
bandwidth is utilized e�ciently but without packet losses.

• Model
TCP incast problem was �rst observed in cluster-based storage sys-
tems. It has become a practice issue with recent research works which
show that many applications in data centers use many-to-one commu-
nication pattern. The model presented in [1] abstracts the most basic
representative setting in which TCP incast occurs. In order to sim-
plify our analysis we use the same model. In such an environment,
the receiver requests data blocks from n servers. Each data block is
striped across n servers, such that each server stores a chunk of a data
block, also referred to as a Server Request Unit (SRU). The receiver
sends request to servers for that particular block. Once all servers re-
turn their corresponding chunk to it, the receiver will request for the
next block. Since the networks atop TCP/IP and Gigabit Ethernet
have a high bandwidth (one to ten Gigabit bits per second) and low
latency (round-trip-times of ten to a hundred microseconds), the link
connecting the receiver to the switch is usually the bottleneck.

• Proposed Approach:
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Figure 3.2: A simpli�ed TCP incast model

Ws = min(Wc,Wr)

If TCP has enough data to sent, then during any RTT, the maximum
number of packets on the wire,donated by M, is Ms. In data centers,
however, since a TCP is a rabbit, even though in principle it is allowed
to have up to Ws packets on the wire, the number of packets actually
injected to the network may be less. More speci�cally, M is limited by

M = min(Ws,Ds)
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Proposed Technology

The QCN algorithm is based on a congestion noti�cation from a switch. A
QCN switch observes current queue length and calculate the feedback value
when a data frame is arrives. When congestion occurs, as identi�ed by the
calculated feedback value ,the switch sends a feedback frame with a certain
probability to the source. To work with the QCN algorithm we need two
modi�cations:

1. Server End modi�cation.

2. Switch End modi�cation.

• Switch End Modi�cation:
We �rst have to check the bu�er size, B and number of servers con-
nected to the switch, m and queue occupancy, q. Then we have to
calculate the threshold value that generate negative (-ve) feedback.
So, Threshold to generate -ve feedback, b= B-m.
If q>= b then generate negative feedback.
If q<b then generate positive feedback.
This feedback message will be broadcast to all servers connected to the
switch.

• Server End Modi�cation:
When received positive feedback - Start Transmission.
When received negative feedback - Stop transmission.
For rate control, we followed QCN mechanism:

1. Rate decrease:
Whenever a feedback frame is received, the RP �rst active the

24
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rate decrease phase and both the byte counter and time counter
are initialized reset to 0. Upon receiving negative feedback, the
server stops the transmission. And the rate decrease reduces as
follows:

TR← CR

CR← 0.5 ∗ CR

2. Recovery:
After rate decreasing if no further negative feedback is received
then the rate will be recovered as follows:

� Fast recovery:

In the fast recovery phase, CR is increased rapidly just af-
ter the rate reduction if no feedback is received. When a time
counter or byte counter is incremented by 1.After �rst rate
decrease the CR will be changed as follows:

CR← 0.5 ∗ (CR+TR)

And the byte counter will be initialized.

� Active Increase:

When the Byte counter reaches 5 and yet no negative feed-
back is received then it enters to Active increase state. And
TR and CR changed as follows:

TR← TR+RAI

CR← 0.5 ∗ (CR+TR)
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Implementation

In implementation we evaluate the performance of QCN. We used OM-
NET++ for performance evaluation.OMNeT++ is an object-oriented mod-
ular discrete event network simulation framework. It has a generic architec-
ture, so it can be (and has been) used in various problem domains.OMNeT++
itself is not a simulator of anything concrete, but rather provides infrastruc-
ture and tools for writing simulations. One of the fundamental ingredients
of this infrastructure is a component architecture for simulation models.
Before implementation we took some assumptions:

3.•• Switch is ideal,routing the packets don't take time and routing tables
are already con�gured.

• No delay and errors on channels.

• Host doesn't create packets faster than the current rate.

• Packets are normal distributed.

• Feedback messages have priority over regular messages.

5.1 Omnet++ simulator

OMNeT++ is an extensible, modular, component-based C++ simulation li-
brary and framework, primarily for building network simulators. Network in
this case is meant in a broader sense that includes wired and wireless commu-
nication networks, on-chip networks, queuing networks, OMNeT++ provides
component architecture for models. Components (modules) are programmed

26
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in C++, then assembled into larger components and models using a high-
level language (NED)
OMNeT++ is not a simulator in itself but rather a simulation framework. In-
stead of containing explicit and hardwired support for computer networks or
other areas, it provides the infrastructure for writing such simulations. Spe-
ci�c application areas are catered by various simulation models and frame-
works, most of them are open source. These models are developed completely
independently of OMNeT++, and follow their own release cycles.
OMNeT++ provides a component architecture for models. Components
(modules) are programmed in C++, then assembled into larger components
and models using a high-level language (NED). Reusability of models comes
for free. OMNeT++ has extensive GUI support, and due to its modular ar-
chitecture, the simulation kernel (and models) can be embedded easily into
your applications.

• Components :

� Simulation kernel library.

� NED topology description language.

� OMNeT++ IDE based on the Eclipse platform.

� GUI for simulation execution, links into simulation executable
(Tkenv)

� Utilities (make�le creation tool, etc.)

� Documentation, sample simulations, etc.

� Command-line user interface for simulation execution (Cmdenv)

• Platforms :
OMNeT++ runs on Windows, Linux, Mac OS X, and other Unix-like
systems. The OMNeT++ IDE requires Windows, Linux or Mac OS X.

5.2 Screenshots of di�erent components of the

IDE:

1. Graphical ned editor :
After con�guring the code we got the formal result of QCN which de-
rives the theperformationevalution of QCN.Then we ran the simulation
code and get the result.
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Figure 5.1: Graphical ned editor
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2. Launching a simulation :
Our test application performs synchronized reads over TCP in OM-
NET ++ to model a typical striped ?le system data transfer operation
to test the e�ects of QCN on the TCP Incast problem. The TCP
throughput collapse for a synchronized reading application performed
on the network with the congestion control algorithm as follows

Figure 5.2: Launching a simulation

3. Sequence chart :
QCN can e�ectively control link rates very rapidly in a datacenter
environment.We used di�erent eventlog to evaluate the performance of
the simulation.
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Figure 5.3: Sequence chart
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4. Graphical runtime environment :
Finally we get the following result.The result shows that

Figure 5.4: Graphical runtime environment
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Result

Datacenters are becoming increasingly important to provide a myriad of ser-
vices and applications to store, access and process data.
The result of our research are as follows:

• Analyze a network with high data Rates, and a congested links.

• Activate the QCN algorithm in such a network and analyze the RTT
times and stability of the network .

• Compare the behavior of congested link with and without the QCN
algorithm.

• Compare several parameters in the QCN algorithm itself.
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Conclusion

Datacenters are becoming increasingly important to provide a myriad of ser-
vices and applications to store, access, and process data. Datacenters are
typically composed of storage devices, servers and Ethernet switches to in-
terconnect servers within datacenters. Our analysis reveals that QCN work
well with small bu�er sizes in a huge data center. From our analysis we can
achieve almost 100

7.1 Thesis Summary

The QCN algorithm is based on a congestion noti�cation from a switch. A
QCN switch observes current queue length and calculates the feedback value
when a data frame is arrives. When congestion occurs, as identi�ed by the
calculated feedback value, the switch sends a feedback frame with a certain
probability to the source. To work with the QCN algorithm we need two
modi�cations:

1. Server End modi�cation.

2. Switch End modi�cation.

We �rst have to check the bu�er size, B and number of servers connected
to the switch, m and queue occupancy, q. Then we have to calculate the
threshold value that generate negative (-ve) feedback.
So, Threshold to generate -ve feedback, b= B-m.
If q>= b then generate negative feedback.
If q<b then generate positive feedback.
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This feedback message will be broadcast to all servers connected to the
switch.
For server end modi�cation, we use di�erent rate algorithm to maintain the
length.

7.2 Contribution

Data may be spread across or striped across many servers for performance or
reliability reasons. The QCN algorithm is essential in data centers because
it allows the ability to transfer huge amounts of data without any loss of
packets When QCN is active there is almost no reduction In RTT.Congested
link is fully optimized while maintaining fairness to all hosts. We are still
working on the simulation of QCN to fully removed congestion control and
achieving absolute fairness in Data Center network. We will also evaluate the
performance of the QCN to measure the loss of packet, remove TCP incast,
queue buildup, Bu�er pressure for large Data Center Network. Analyzing
those impairments and to prevent packet drop and ensuring the absolute
fairness we try to modify the QCN algorithm and see how that works.

7.3 Discussion and Future plan

Restricting the number of TCP �ows simultaneously send data to a common
receiver to a reasonable value can increase TCP throughput. In this paper
we propose a method to calculate the optimal value of this number. Our
analysis and simulation results show that our approach can e�ectively utilize
the link but without signi�cant packet loss, thus eliminate the incast problem.
Our approach is simple and easy to implement, and it works regardless of
the width of striping and bu�er size. Our approach is slightly conservative
in the case of a very narrow width of striping, a very high bandwidth delay
product and a very small bu�er size. In the future we will extend our work for
more complicated data center networks where multiple receivers on a single
switch make requests across a shared subset of servers, or there are multiple
Ethernet switches between receivers and servers. In realistic applications it
is possible that there is some minor variance in terms of TCP senders' start
times. We will address such a scenario in future work.
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